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American artist Dorothy Hood was all about the truth,
no matter what the cost. The truth for Dorothy was recognizing herself whether the results were beautiful or ugly,
light or dark, assertive or peaceful.
Dorothy Hood played a major role in the history of
abstract painting. Today, she appeals to a new generation of cheering fans - artists, collectors, viewers, - some of
those viewing her works for the first time. In 2016, there will
be a full blown retrospective exhibition: El Color de la Ser/
The Color of Being opening at the Art Museum of South
Texas in Corpus Christi, an architectural treasure designed
by Philip Johnson and Ricardo Legorreta. This will be a
Bilbao destination for Texas. The exhibit will travel to venues on both coasts and internationally dissolve the myth
that Texas artists, in particular female artists, are merely
regional.
Hood’s paintings seduce viewers both physically and
psychologically and lure them into worlds unknown, introducing them to the limitlessness of space, the phenomena
of light and galactic visions. She referred to her paintings
as “landscapes of her psyche”. Her mature paintings referenced both the mystical and the cosmic evoking dreams,
energy fields, and sensuous veils of color. The retrospective will track Dorothy Hood’s development through her
formative years as a risk taking artist. She was the female
artist in the Texas “Boys Club” – a woman ahead of her
time who dreamed of breaking into the New York gallery
scene and beyond. She reached out making national and
international contacts in her quest to get her work viewed
in larger arenas.
Dorothy Hood was born in Bryan, Texas, raised in
Houston, and won a scholarship to the Rhode Island
School of Design in the 1930’s. She was a very beauti-
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ful young woman who moved to New York and modeled as a
way to pay for her classes at the Art Students League. In 1941,
daringly, she decided on a whim to drive to Mexico City and
would remain there for twenty years. While there, Hood cultivated close friendships with the European exiles reminiscent of
the1920s period in Paris. During this twenty year period (19411961), she was front and center to the cultural and political social
crossroads of Mexico and Latin America.
Her friends were artists, composers and writers - Remedios Varo, Leonora Carrington, Rufino Tamayo, Jose Luis
Cuevas, Jose Clemente Orozco, and Mathias Goeritz. Chilean
poet Pablo Neruda dedicated a poem to her. She thrived in this
heady atmosphere. Dorothy married Bolivian composer Velasco
Maidana in 1945. They traveled the world together visiting Boston, New York, Latin America, Africa, and Europe where she met
Jean Tinguely, Arman and Christo among others, and to India
later in her life. This period was the bridge of important new relationships and scholarly research between Texas and Mexico.
When she returned to Houston, she began to produce
her epic and iconic paintings that bespoke the psychic void of
space years before NASA. “The void” offers contemplation and
meditation, and at the same time a silent scream that makes
the very ground shake beneath you. Dorothy kept journals
where she believed the eye to be our own earthly right of possession of the cosmic orbs. Her creativity and intellect flourished. Dorothy’s subjects and accounts extended to what she
had seen, experienced and imagined from abstract surreal to
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voyaging souls to poetry of the broadest human significance.
Hood had reverence for formal sources and influences
- Gorky, Brancusi, Ernst, Redon and Matisse. She was very spiritual, embracing both Christianity and Hinduism in particular. To
quote Philippe de Montebello, former director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, “Miss Hood is a deeply introspective painter
whose imagery is born as much of psychic as of formal needs.
The pattern book of her recurrent images is so intensely personal that a viewer of Dorothy Hood’s work has almost a feeling
of intrusion into the artist’s subconscious.”
Later, Dorothy returned to Houston and spent the rest of
her life creating work that became her legacy. She was a vital
force in the growth of Houston’s art community and could rival
the best colorist with her controlled streams of paint and carefully veined sections of inner thoughts. Hood was represented
by seasoned Houston art dealer Meredith Long who discovered
Hood in Mexico and supported her through exhibitions and
sales.
The Art Museum of South Texas acquired, from the Hood
Estate, over 900 paintings, drawings and collages- her ashes
and those of her beloved Velasco were hauntingly a part of that
acquisition. In her archives are volumes of interesting correwww.hummagazine.com
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spondence between Dorothy Hood and Meredith Long, Dorothy
Miller, the renowned curator of MoMA, Marian Willard of the
Willard Gallery as well as the Tibor de Nagy gallery which was
involved in the abstract expressionist movement and represented Grace Hartigan, Jane Freilicher and Helen Frankenthaler. The
art critic Clement Greenberg would offer insightful comments in
his correspondence with Dorothy about her style of color field
painting. Dorothy soared with her monumental and majestic
works of art which delve into one’s soul and being. Her paintings give you the feeling that you are having a metaphysical
and cosmic conversation with her, even sensing her presence is
in the room.
Her paintings are a part of over 30 important museums

including the Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney Museum of
American Art, the Everson Museum, the National Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts Houston, San Diego Museum of Contemporary
Art, Santa Barbara Museum of Art, the Philadelphia Museum
and Museo de Arte Moderno.
The Dorothy Hood monograph and retrospective will take
viewers places in ways we have only begun to imagine. Dorothy
Hood will at last receive the recognition she richly deserves and
be on equal footing with the other recognized women artists of
the period- Joan Mitchell, Helen Frankenthaler and Lee Krasner.
She was a woman within a larger culture with enormous courage and commitment to be who she was, doing what she was
doing, when she was doing it. She was a free spirit that challenged the rigid institutional structures. Dorothy Hood sought
the answers, even if the truth be complicated and elusive. My
commitment is personal in that I co-produced a film about her
life, “The Color of Life” which is on YouTube so that the generations to come will celebrate this great independent spirit and all
that Dorothy Hood fought and stood for. There is a commitment
of purpose and passion that curator and author Susie Kalil and I
will carry forward on this magnificent mission.
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